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The Ubiquitin Ligase Mutant saul1 – an Inducible Model System for
Developmental Cell Death
Senescence and cell death are well defined and highly regulated developmental processes
that guarantee optimal growth and reproduction of plants. To study these important
processes, suitable model systems are required. In Arabidopsis mutants that lack
expression of the SAUL1 gene (SENESCENCE ASSOCIATED UBIQUITIN LIGASE 1) both
processes, senescence and cell death, are inducible at any developmental stage by transfer
to low light conditions. Hence, these mutants represent an optimal model system to
investigate the molecular basis for regulation of senescence and cell death. SAUL1 is a
plasma membrane-associated plant U-box armadillo repeat ubiquitin ligase, which
suppresses senescence and cell death in wild type plants. In saul1 mutant plants, low light
treatment results in accumulation of salicylic acid (SA), and a series of microarray
experiments showed that SA and defense genes are most rapidly induced. Among these
genes was PAD4 that is important for SA signal potentiation. The presence of PAD4 is
absolutely required for saul1 phenotypes as the saul1/pad4 double mutant acts like wild
type. By applying molecular genetics, biochemistry, bioimaging, and molecular physiology
we use the saul1 model system to study the molecular mechanisms regulating senescence
and cell death.

